RAY ELLINGTON MAY BE NEXT FOR U.S.

TEDDY JOHNSON TO GUEST ON BENNY SHOW

IN the picture: Teddy Johnson's important date to appear on the Jack Benny Show. This is a special occasion as the Benny show is being aired on Sunday at the exact same time as Benny's show and the show will be called 'Benny's Benny Show.

British stars get new disc break

Ruby Murray signs for British film

Ruby Murray has been signed by film producer Raymond Briggs to appear in 'The Brood', a new film to be released next month. The film will be directed by Brian De Palma and will be released on October 5th. Murray will play the role of 'The Brood's' lead actress, 'Mary'.

MONTY & DIANA ARE WED

AMERICAN agent Joe Glaser has offered the Ray Ellington Quartet and singer Marion Ryan a three-week UK tour. The tour will take place in September and will be the first time the quartet have played in the UK. The offer was made after a successful performance at the London Palladium.

TROUBLE ISLE TOUR FOR 6 BRITISH JAZZMEN

The Troublesome Brits tour is an annual event that brings together the best of British jazz talent. This year, the tour will take place in France, Germany, and Italy. The tour will feature performances by the Troublesome Brits, the Troublesome Brits, and the Troublesome Brits. The tour will start on August 15th and will run until August 25th.

STAGE PRESS

The Scottish Press (An eat's a lot of fish)

James 

114 CHAOS CROSS ROAD, W.C.1
AMBASSADOR DIZ HAS MADE JAZZ HISTORY

New York, Wednesday

THE GILMORE 


catastrophic Allauer Hall was filled with a packed audience yesterday afternoon when the world famous Duke Ellington Orchestra took to the stage. The spectacular programme included a number of brand new compositions by the Duke himself, and a few old classics travelled in the repertory.

NVO axes strings in big policy change

Jazz stars to guest at future BIX festival

HAL GRAHAM AIRS AGAIN ON MWYW

LEEDS LEADER SIGNS THREE

Colyer gets eight North West dates

LETTERS

U.S wants more!

THERE'S A RUSH to exchange views on the Bix world. Mr. Walter Cronkite of New York City's CBS radio recently paid a call on all the leading jazz artists to hear their impressions of the man who was Bix. Mr. Cronkite, who was about to broadcast his views to a nationwide audience, appears to have been impressed, and states that he intends to produce a long feature on the saxophonist.

Louie, the greatest man in jazz, has just left Britain. This week, the NME turns back the pages of history - back to the days of another horn man, in his time a Giant of Jazz comparable to Louis.

"An outsider looking in, the jazz world might be forgiven for believing that Bixbeck's hold on the hearts of the jazz fans will never be broken. Little drunkard, too weak to carry on, too weak to carry on with his life."

Mr. Peter Leslie's uncompromising language (NM. 7/1/33) shatters our illusions on the legend of Bix.

"Yes, it is true we reflect by the menu at Bix's present existence. We cannot believe that this period in music is only 100 years old and that we still do not understand how to express the joy of the women's work.

The greatest

Bix was the greatest saxophonist ever to grace the stage. It is hard to believe that he is a giant of the women's work."

Here's an accordian, that's different

It's an accordian, that's different.

BE UP TO DATE!

NEW 'TOP SCORE' ARRANGEMENTS

WAIT UNTILL THE SUN SHINES, NELLIE LONGDON AND SORRY SHAUN WHITE HAILEY MY HERO JAPANESE WOMAN

ALSO-

AVAILON BROWN EYES WHY ARE YOU BLUE CHORUS I'M JUST WILD ABOUT YOU CHORUS WHEN OF ARABY DON'T HIDE YOUR CIGARETTES OR YOUR DOLL CALIFORNIA SKY

3/16 per Sat By Paul 3/19 FROM YOUR DEALER OR
FELDMAN 129 SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2

BELL ACCORDIONS LTD.
(Department B.C.), 18th-19th Great Russell Street, London. E.C.1.
KENTON BALLET HIT AT SADLER’S WELLS

Lombard Quintet Opens at Le Metro

DISC STARS ARE D-Js ON NEW FORCES SERIES

Mickleburgh Jazz Group Gets Disc Chance

Ex-21 Club Chief Goes to Belgium

Jack Stone moves to Withernsea

Aid your performance with reliable ACCESSORIES

La Famosa Super Nylon Strings for Spanish Guitar

Adrian Rollini

BY CHARLES WILFORD

Mezz Off Senter

Old letters

Aid your performance with reliable ACCESSORIES

Stambul Cymbals

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.

293 Regent Street, W.I and 8 Brunswick Street, W.I

LAXALON 2000

GIRERASOL 1018
Do you want to cite about Drunk Dreams or Deck? Are you a radio or print journalist looking for a source in California, New York, or London? Then Pompan's have just the music for you.

Here's a half dozen friends of ours in the entertainment business:

Eugene Williams, ex-manager of the Savoy and other clubs; Harry Brandt, ex-manager of the Roxy; Joe Breen, head of the British Music Industries; Tony Brown, former manager of the London Palladium; Dave Wilkie, former booking agent for the London Palladium; and Tito Puente, the Latin-American jazz star.

The leading

AMERICAN JAZZMEN

featured in long playing recordings from the SAVOY ATLANTIC BETHLEHEM & RIVERSIDE CATALOGUES

ON THE BEAT

Jazz appreciation seems to be growing fantastically. No longer the music of the nightclubs and speakeasies, jazz now has a dedicated following in all walks of life. From the white-collar executive to the blue-collar worker, jazz is the music of today. And who can blame them? Jazz is a music that is so exciting and so full of energy. It is a music that is a perfect reflection of the American spirit.

The film 'Mrs. Duchin' is no stogue...

The film Mrs. Kitty Duchin turned the glamorous spig to spig and talked it off. Kitty is married to , famous pianist, and finds it hard to agree with him. Too bad, for of course he has the right of it. It was all done with style and style, but we should have had the smartest stogue.

Research!

After the reviews and the drop, I heard that Mr. Duchin was not satisfied. That isn't much of a surprise. He is a man of few words. But I heard that he was not pleased with the script. I wonder if he really thought the film was a stogue. I mean, who could blame him? It was a film about the life of an entertainer, and all that means is that you have to have a lot of energy and a lot of style. And that is what Kitty Duchin had. She was a real star. She was a real... well, she was a stogue.

The delightful Audrey Hepburn, star of the film, is not a stogue. She is a real star. She has the kind of style that you can't help but admire. She is a real beauty, and she is a real talent. She is a real... well, she is a stogue. She is a real stogue.
**Songsheet**

by Hubert W. David

I have never tried to write a song about your mother, but I think the time has come. It is for your mother.

A modernist

The Love Theme

USA 1986

Too busy!

---

**BRITAIN'S TOP DISCS and TUNES**

1. A TOWN CALLED NO SECRETS
2. A TOWN CALLED DEATH
3. A TOWN CALLED BLOOD
4. A TOWN CALLED FIRE
5. A TOWN CALLED DESIRE
6. A TOWN CALLED SORROW
7. A TOWN CALLED HELL
8. A TOWN CALLED HEAVEN
9. A TOWN CALLED PARADISE
10. A TOWN CALLED PROMONTORY

---

**MICHAEL HOLLIDAY**

Michael Holliday, too big to be a dwarf, too small to be a giant...

ATHLETIC TYPE

BY TONY BROWN

NOTES FROM THE GREAT DEBATE

FIGURES

Winston

Lucky

NO MORE WASHING WOMEN

---
BOMB THREAT CLEARS RANDALL CONCERT

Their New York night out

A DRAMATIC cable from Scandinavia today revealed that the 450-seaterMelody Maker in this week's and tomorrow's editions have been purchased by the hotel management, who have decided to open the hall for its midnight show this weekend.

The电缆 read: "Greatly抱歉,但我们的安全警报系统无法正常工作。我们将继续监测情况，并确保所有客人的安全。" The hotel's management staff was on hand to oversee the events, and the security team worked diligently to ensure the smooth running of the show.

JAZZ 'QUIZ KID' BILL BEATON

MEZ FLIES BACK TO PARIS

American singer Mez hails from New Orleans, but his career has taken him all around the world. Now he is back in Paris, where he is scheduled to perform at the famous Le Grand Rex on August 1st.

'BUY BRITISH' JAZZ DEAL PAYS OFF

Mez's new album, 'Buy British Jazz', has been a huge success. The album features a blend of British and American jazz styles, and has received critical acclaim.

BENNY GOODMAN'S JAZZ CLASSICS FOR CLARINET AND PIANO

TROY DEE, 23 ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON W.1.

YOU HAVE MADE MANY PEARL RECORDS IN THE PAST STOP YOU HAVE EXCELLED YOURSELF WITH "THE FAITHFUL HUSBAND" ON BRODA SELFRIDGE STOP MANY LINES TO ALL CONCERNED.

ARMSTRONG TOUR FILM TO GET U.S. RELEASE

The film shot in U.S. TV series, " Armstrong's Band " and " Armstrong's Number Two " is to get its U.S. release. The film features Louis Armstrong and his band performing in various venues across the United States.

Nat Cole: Two Charged With Murder Bid

NAT COLE, Wednesday

The New York police are investigating a murder attempt involving Nat Cole, who was found unconscious on a street in New York last Wednesday. According to reports, Cole was attacked by two men who attempted to rob him.

Lionel Hampton lined up for British tour

The legendary jazz musician Lionel Hampton is set to perform in the U.K. as part of his international tour. The tour will include performances in London, Glasgow, and Manchester.

U.S. repeat offer for Ray Ellington

American saxophonist Ray Ellington will be performing in the U.S. again this year. Ellington's recent concerts have been well-received, and he is expected to perform at several major venues across the country.

Jazz tour watch

Contemporary composer John Cage has been named artistic director of the jazz festival in New York City. Cage's involvement in the festival is expected to bring a new perspective to the event.

Scott Joplin's Ragtime Film

A new film, "The Scott Joplin Story", is set to premiere at the Venice Film Festival. The film is based on the life of the famous ragtime composer and features a cast of rising talent.

BLIND PIANIST TO GO TO DENMARK

PAUL TEMPLE

SMILIN' JIM'S SUMMER FORAY IN MELB.

MGM PLANS FESTIVAL OF COUNT BASIE STORY

The festival will feature performances by Count Basie and his orchestra, as well as other leading jazz musicians from around the world. The festival is expected to attract thousands of jazz enthusiasts to the city.
JAZZ CAN STOP YOUTH CRIME—HULLDESTON

He gets Armstrong trumpet

NEW NZ champion of Jazz Music, Barry Hulden, has a surprising weapon in his battle against youth crime. He is a former delinquent, because of his interest in and knowledge of jazz, he has been able to turn many young people away from crime.

Ray Summers back after six years

Following a successful tour of America, Ray Summers returns to Britain to take part in a new series of jazz concerts. He has been away for six years, during which time he has been working as a jazz musician in the United States.

STONE FIXES NEW BAND

I'm Stone has been putting together a new band for his upcoming concerts. He has invited several jazz musicians to join him, including some of the best in the business.

Eckstine guest surprise on Parnell date

Benny Goodman is a surprise guest on the Parnell date, which is being held in support of the Savoy relief bands.

GREGSON FIRST ON NORTHERN ITV

The actor John Gregson is making his first appearance on Northern ITV, where he will be seen in several series.

CRAMER SIX GET SEASIDE SEASON

Vigilantes Society of Crime Curers open on Sunday for a 10-week season. The society will be in the gardens every Sunday, entertaining the public with their brand of crime-fighting.

BOOSEY & HAWKES FOR YOUR BRASS

Handmade Trumpets from Europe's largest instrument works made by the finest craftsmen.

MR. DEEMS COMES TO TOWN

The coffee lounge of Liverpool's Adelphi Hotel is to be taken over by Mr. Deems, the jazz musician, for a six-week season of concerts. Mr. Deems has been a popular figure in the jazz world for many years.

PINED

Fingered to the nose, not to the nose. Yonna raised the razor and then smiled at him.

Why do I need a tape recorder?

There are two reasons. First, you can record music, not to mention jazz, and listen to it any time you want to. And second, you can record your own music and have it played back for you. This is a great way to practice and improve your playing.

Why do I need a tape recorder?

3-D sound will go on discs

For those who enjoy the 3-D sound of jazz music, there is now a new line of discs that offer this unique listening experience.

HANCOX'S 4TH SEASON

The pianist Hancox is launching his fourth season of concerts, which will be held at various venues around the country. He has been a popular figure in the jazz world for many years.
JAZZ CAN STOP YOUTH CRIME—HUDDESTON

He gets Armstrong trumpet

Eckstine guest surprise on Parnell date

CRAMER SIX GET SEASIDE SEASON

BOOSEY & HAWKES FOR YOUR BRASS

MR. DEEMS COMES TO TOWN

STONE FIXES NEW BAND

Gregson first on Northern ITV

Savoy relief bands

MELBOURNE TIMES

Why do I need a tape recorder?

Why, oh why?

Save your notes

-- and has afternoon tea with STEVE VOCE

The GREATEST SOUND in CYMBALS

Why do I need a tape recorder?

There are any number of reasons...

For instance, you and your husband like music. A tape recorder is the easiest way of building up a music library that...
1. The stars off stage

**They Call Again for Billie Anthony**

For the second time in five weeks singer Billie Anthony from the show "The Bible" is appearing at the Lyttelton Theatre. This time she is with the most successful and dynamic Billie and her partner, Michael. The show continues until Friday next week.

2. Mail Problems for the Bev's

Frankie Vengeance pets two more TV dates

Frankie Vengeance has two TV dates this week at the Bev's. He is appearing on "The Bible" and "The Bible's Brother," both on the NBC network. He had a date with the great African singer, Billie Holiday, who was in New York last week, and has been rehearsing for a role in the new musical "The Bible." He is due to appear on "The Bible" in the next few weeks.

3. CCTV

Radio must get tough says 208 chief

Robert Smith, the head of the British Broadcasting Corporation, has warned that the BBC must toughen up its methods of broadcasting. Smith said that the BBC has been too lenient in recent years and that it must now take a stronger line. He also said that the BBC must be more selective in what it broadcasts.

4. World News in Brief

* KOHISTAN: A Danish man has been arrested for attempting to smuggle drugs into the country. He tried to hide them in his underwear.
* BRITAIN: The government has announced a new plan to reduce unemployment. It involves increasing the minimum wage and providing more training opportunities.
* USA: The President has signed a bill that will allow the sale of nicotine cigarettes.

5. Haydn Powell Fixes Groups

Lewis adds French horn to line-up

Lewis, a Sydney musician, has been added to the line-up of the Haydn Powell band. He plays the French horn.

6. Chappell's Band Music Service

* NEW WORLD: HONESTLY
  * ROBIN HOOD
  * MORRIS: IVORY TOWER
  * NO OTHER ONE: THE BIRDS AND THE BEES

* WHY DO FOOLS FALL IN LOVE
  * FLAMENCO LOVE
  * YOUNG AND FOOLISH: JUKE BOX BABY

* ROCK & ROLL WALTZ
* DAVY CROCKETT

Chappell's Band Music Service

All material listed here is obtainable from your local Music Dealer or 50 New Bond Street, London, W.I (Hayward 7600)

7. Janie McMillon

In the picture on the right.

**DISLEY, guitarist and MM artist, contributes an appreciation of the late Django Reinhardt, the great jazz guitar virtuoso.**

Diz also drew the picture on the right.
RADIO

COMMENTARY

THERE'S the courser news story of the Paris August, and there's the courser news story of the Paris July, and we'd like to bring to you that there's news story of the Paris June.

By * * *

Count me out

Maurice Burman

The playing is great, the arrangements are interesting, but I can't count me out. I can't count out the orchestra, I can't count out the conductor, but I can't count me out.

Um! I'm not sorry to say that I am not equipped to handle this situation. I'm not equipped to handle the orchestra, I'm not equipped to handle the conductor, but I am equipped to handle this situation.

The playing is great, the arrangements are interesting, but I can't count me out. I can't count out the orchestra, I can't count out the conductor, but I can't count me out.

Dublin, July 1, 1958

HEATH ALBUM

SOCK IT AND SEE

Dallas

DEARMAN

PRESIDENT

The most remarkable value in modern Saxophones

A complete range, appealing to every taste. The finest selection of Modern Bass Horns, Alto Horns and Tenor Horns, with a wide choice of silver mouthpieces and reeds. All made from the finest materials. Guaranteed for 10 years, and will pay the difference in price if found wanting. The difference in price if found wanting. The difference in price if found wanting.

Gipsy music

Gipsy music

SOLIST ON THE TIP OF YOUR TONGUE

Steve Race

WITLOOFY 2917

The greatest jazz ever produced in the U.K.!

LONDON

all-Stars Whoop It Up in ACCRA

Collectors' Corner

Disc Data

Mr. Deems

Jazz & Jive Gala

Extra Playing Time

50% with this new tape!
JAZZ VETERAN TRUMBAUER IS DEAD

The stars look in

FRANKIE TRUMBAUER, saxophone player, composer, conductor, and a leading figure of the "Golden Age" of New York jazz, is dead. He was 66 years old. The Monitor Trail of St. Mary's Hospital, Kansas City, Mo., was placed in the casket. The Monitor, a saxophone player, was 66 years old. He was placed in the hospital, but had been in hospice care for some time. TheMonitor, who was a native of Canada, played with many major bands, including the Duke Ellington band. He purchased the saxophone for the saxophone for the parade with the band and it was never used again.

Played with Dixie
After working in the U.S. Navy band and with many bands, Frank had joined the Monitor band as a saxophone player. In his later years, he was a member of the Symphonie of Christmas which played in the early 1960s.

JANIE QUILTS BAND

With The New Band, Jane was a member of the band. She was 57 years old. She purchased the saxophone for the saxophone for her band and it was never used again.

Back Page, Col. 5

Measures of Christmas
In the early 1960s, the Symphonie of Christmas played in the early 1960s.

Back Page, Col. 3

New! NEAR THE EXCELLENCE OF TONE

Drums, organ, and piano with saxophone.

JOE DANIELS

Best price on the market.

THE NEW CARLTON

Not what you've been wanting!
**SENATOR HITS AT WHITE HOUSE BOP**

**A ‘JAZZ TRAIN’ STAR ASKS ‘LET ME STAY’**

Calvert and star names for new summer show

**NVO signs Geraldo man for brass chair**

**NEW STONE BAND OPENS IN NORTH**

**DIZ OUT FOR THE COUNT**

**LETTERS**

**Bill should get another chance!**

**At the tail end of last year, I was approached with a view to playing New York with my band. In exchange for Louis Armstrong and his All Stars.**

I didn’t take it very seriously, of course. It was the fourth time in several years that such an offer has been made, and in each case the All Stars have turned it down. But it was only a matter of time before they decided to take the plunge.

**SAYS FREDDY RANDALL**

**Now! The NARROW DRUM with wide appeal – AUTOCRAT**

**Keep your hands off those Astorias – you’ll only spoil their American flavour.**

**This is Astoria up to its usual tricks again.**

**Try Astoria – you’ll enjoy their American flavour.**

**THE BIGGEST SELLER IN BRITAIN OF AMERICAN-BLENDED CIGARETTES**

**ASTORIAS**

**20 for 3/10**

**ON SALE AT LEADING TOBACCONISTS**
U.S CENSORS, PRESS, RAP ROCK-AND-ROLL

NEW YORK, Wednesday.—Alabama's White Citizens' Council, the Jim Crow organization that has faced foot-and-mouth with its unity schools by assembling buses and trucks to the States. In Miami, the chairman of the Boyce group gets a TV treble.

Show may be banned

The local branch of the Ku Klux Klan in Alabama has been petition the state to ban the Klan from the state. The Klan has been accused of promoting violence and racism.

WORLD NEWS IN BRIEF

Daniels in Gorseyn after seven years

The singer Daniels has been performing in the UK after a seven-year absence. She has been praised for her soulful performance.

ED HALL ON RECORD

BY STANLEY DANCE

IN 1957, Billy Hall's swinging little band at the Savoy introduced Edward Hall to European audiences. He has since become a popular recording artist.

STOLEN

Goodmanish

BOOSEY & HAWKES

SEND £2 to reserve the Instrument of your choice!

SEASON OFFER

New Saxophone Stand with each Saxophone * Set of Trumpet Mutes for each Trumpet * New Sticks and Rhythm Brushes for each Drum * 12 Clarinet Reeds for each Clarinet * Metal Bass Bridge for each Bass

Boosey & Hawkes Summer Sale

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.

8-10 DENMAN ST., PICCADILLY CIRCUS LONDON, W.1

F. W. Street

Picturgoer

OUT THURSDAY, JUNE 21-4d
CRAZY

These pictures, capturing completely the neo-hysterical, almost hypnotic effect on its audience of the Hampton band, were taken during Lionel's European tour at the end of last year. The bottom left photo shows Hampton in a torrid blues duel with Lonnie Farme.

STEVE RACE

EVER since Billy Eckstine's backers forgot to turn his collar flaps anterior, he has been making a nuisance of himself.

I must say the idea appeals to me. It's the hope, the exhilaration, the thrill of the moment. The power of the words. The power of the music. The power of the man. To put it another way, not only has the Hampton band taken the world by storm but also by flash-backs. Just like the old music halls, like the old music halls, back and forth. Back and forth. Back and forth.

Progressive Jazz?

Lions roar. The drums reverberate.

GIGANTS OF JAZZ

BY... MIKE NEVARD

TWO MORE WINNERS BY AJAX!!

THE NEW EDGWARE DRUM KIT

for

£68.7.0

(including P.T.)

This is undoubtedly the finest drum kit for the price on the market today, combining outstanding value with the traditional excellence of workmanship always associated with "AJAX" DRUMS.

- Can be supplied NOW--NO WAITING
- All parts are sold separately
- Just what you've been waiting for!
- All fittings Chrome Plated

Have you tried the

AJAX 'SNAPPER' SNARE DRUM?

- 3" deep
- "Whisper" response within 1" of rim to smash response at centre
- As used by Ronnie Verrell of Ted Heath and His Music on their American Tour

£19.19.0 Cellophone Finish
£21.0.0 Pearl Finish

ROONEY & HAWKES LTD.
TV MUSIC

"TELEVISION" they will tell us, "is the epitome of our times." And we are legion in our admiration for the wondrous vision of the tube; how desirous we are of investigating the otherworld of the small screen. But what of the music we hear in the programme? How often does it fail us? It is not always the music we want to hear, and it is not always the music we need to hear. It is not always the music we demand to hear.

CHRISTOPHER HERBERT-WILLIAMS

BRITAIN'S TOP DISCS and TUNES

TOP JAZZ RECORDS

AMERICA'S TOP DISCS

EARN MONEY SONGWRITING!

LINTON SCHOOL OF SONGWRITING

Pop Discs

BY LAURIE HENSHAW

Maria Remusat

DUKE ELLINGTON

and his Orchestra

BLUE LIGHT

RED NORVO

and his All-Stars

SARAH VAUGHAN

CALVIN JACKSON

and his Quartet

Tex Ritter

Welcome to Capitol Records

THE WAYWARD WIND, COUPLED WITH

Gunsmoke

Welcome to Capitol Records

THE WAYWARD WIND, COUPLED WITH

Gunsmoke
JAZZ

Edgar

Jackson

Max

Jones

Ernest

Borneman

Sinclair

Traill

REVIEW THE

NEW ISSUES

ARE YOU COMING

TO MY WEDDING?

I'm

Lucky

GUITARS

WATKINS

LEONARD POINDEXTER

FRIENDS

our deposit service

Who's on The "Whistle Bower"

 records.

in stock - prices very

reasonable.

All styles of

LONDBN'

GREAT MUSIC CENTRE

FOYLES

FOR BOOKS

NEW AND SECONDHAND

RECORDS

MUSIC BOOKS

LARGE STOCK OF L.P. RECORDS

110-125 CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2

are two of the most

records:

rare disc

volumes just

coming out now.

you can

appreciate the

many

good records.

existence of the

number of

buyers.
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RINGROWE GIVEN BIG ATV APPOINTMENT

LEW RETURNS TO MANCHESTER

Two new shows

DINAH RINGROWE has been appointed two new shows in ATV's West End production center within Associated Television, and is to become Assistant Director of Production. The new contract runs to the end of the year. Her work at ATV has been the production of such shows as "The Wrefford Report," "The Magpie," "The Whistle-Stop," and "The Lark," and her latest appointment is as Assistant Director of Production for the ATV London production center.

Italian song stars at Albert Hall

ART SONG STARS of the Italian opera world are to appear at the Albert Hall on Saturday, February 19, in a programme given by the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden. The concert will be conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham, and the programme will include works by Verdi, Puccini, and Mascagni. The soloists will be Renato Giacomini, Fellicia Vanni, and Ennio Pesci.

Personnel unchanged

TROUBLED TIMES at ATV have not disturbed the personnel of the company, and the new appointment of Dinah Ringrowe has been made without any changes in the management. The new appointment is in addition to the existing appointment of John Gielgud as Artistic Director of ATV, and is expected to strengthen the company's position in the West End production centre.

American leaders visit London

TWO AMERICAN leaders of the music world are to visit London in the near future. They are Arthur Rubinstein, who will give a recital at the Royal Albert Hall on February 20, and the American conductor, Arthur Fiedler, who will conduct the Boston Symphony Orchestra at the Festival Hall on February 21.

Cinema cashes in on Rock-and-Roll craze

CINEMA OWNERS are reported to be cashing in on the Rock-and-Roll craze, and are planning to screen rock-and-roll films in their cinemas. The first film to be screened will be "Rock Around the Clock," which will be shown at the Odeon Cinema, Leicester Square, on February 20.

FRASER-HAYES 4 BACK: TV DATES

Ted Taylor forms new vocal group

TED TAYLOR has formed a new vocal group, "The Four Acetates," to replace "The Four Acetates," which disbanded last year. The group will make its first appearance on television in a programme to be transmitted next month.

Gerald gets new vocalist

MARGARET ROSE, a 20-year-old singer, is to join the Gerald Morris Orchestra, which is due to appear at the Palladium next month. The orchestra, under the direction of Gerald Morris, who is now with the ATV London production centre, will be performing at the Palladium on March 1.

Jazz Jamboree day

Jazz Jamboree Day this year is being planned for the weekend of May 17. The event will be held at the Festival Hall, and will feature a host of jazz bands and musicians. Details will be announced in due course.

Preferred by World's Leading Drummers

"Jim Crow" alleged at Butlin's hotel

Butlin's Ocean Hotel, Skegness, is noted for the use of special effects in its shows. However, the recent discovery of a "Jim Crow" production at the hotel has caused considerable controversy. The hotel claims to have a "Jim Crow" production, but this has been denied by the Skegness Civic Society.

Humph gets a cameraman's view

In 72 countries, including the U.S., the equipment used to record by drummers is . . . Premier. You too, can enjoy the same superb quality. You'll be surprised how reasonably priced it is. See your Dealer today.

ASK FOR JOE

STOP PRESS

Calendrier musicale 1964 - J.C. Maunder & Cie - Editions de la Chanson - 1964

Password to the top 20 - Ask for Joe

STOP PRESS

Melody Maker: Presley: by Payne

Vic Feldman coming home for U.K. concerts

Seaside show stars

TOP SPOT FOR MARGARET

SHANI FOR JILL

DAY IN 'DAVE KING SHOW'
PAY DISPUTE THREAT TO TRINDER OPENING

A DISPUTE over pit cash-extra rates for pit men present the leading problem facing the Music Union at the opening of the new Trinder Club in the City next Monday night.

FIERSTONE BAND GETS JERSEY RETURN SEASON

Following a successful tour in Canada, the Fierstone Band, under the direction of Tony Parren, are due to open the new season at the Jersey on Wednesday next week for the Marine Festival.

JAZZ GOES BACK TO THE CLASSROOM

Humph Club starts every-night policy

VERA LYNN, STARGAZERS FOR BLACKPOOL SHOW

Vera Lynn and the Stargazers open the second of their six-week Blackpool show on Sunday. No disappointment for Londoners at Blackpool's Grand Theatre, where the Stargazers, under the direction of Ted Heath, are appearing. Vera Lynn is expected to be a hit with the Londoners.

Hine for Carnival

Monarch

Designed on the lines of the Kemper 161, the Monarch 100 and 160 are smaller versions of the Kemper line and are thus entirely portable. Both models are quite suitable for the various small groups, and are supplied with full valve sets and are completely transistorised.

Latest American style

MONARCH

His the Top Notes with RUDY HUCK MOUTHPIECES

The world is waiting for the new voice of London's leading mouthpiece makers, the Rudy Huck Mouthpieces. A top with great volume and pitch, the Huck Mouthpieces are available in all sizes and are supplied with complete instructions.

TRUVOICE

TRUVOICE HEADPHONE MOUTHPIECE

For the latest in mouthpiece technology, the Truvoice Headphone Mouthpiece is now available. It is designed to fit the latest Headphone Microphones and is supplied with a choice of two types of heads: the conical head, with a miniature microphone, or the flat head, each with microphone clip.

DALLAS

DALLAS TANGO

Now Two Great Records on the Continental Sensation...
THE 'HIGH NOON' MAN HITS TOWN

THE British and American film industry is now being inundated by the arrival in London of the stars of the Western movie 'High Noon.' Actor Gary Cooper and director Fred Zinnemann are both reported to have arrived in London at the weekend to begin filming a new project.

DOLORES VENTURA FOR GERMAN TV

Dolores Ventura has been scheduled for a television spot in the German production of 'High Noon.' The actress, who is well known for her role in the film, is expected to join the cast in the coming weeks.

MJQ signed for Europe on package trip

The Modern Jazz Quartet, MJQ, have been signed for a package tour of Europe. The group, known for their innovative approach to jazz, will be performing at various venues across the continent.

CRAWFORD THREE ON BBC SERIES

Crawford Three, the popular children's series, will be returning to the BBC with a new set of episodes. The show has been a favorite among young viewers for many years.

Betty Smith

Betty Smith, the renowned author, has spoken out about the challenges faced by modern writers. "In this age of instant gratification, it's harder than ever to keep the public's attention. But I believe in the power of the written word."

"78" MODEL

"Regent" CASH PRICE £22.12.0

"Emperor" CASH PRICE £27.6.0

BOOSEY & HAWKES LIMITED

FREDERICK CLOSE, STANHOPE PLACE, LONDON, W.3. Tel: PAD 3691
TRIBUTE TO TRUMBauer

MR. NORMAN JENKINS—Blackhawk's inveterate collector—once called Trumbauer, “The first of the cornetists.” Playing over Trumb's choruses in "Basin Street Blues" one is struck by the penetration of this remark. The tone of the "C" melody sax is blare, opaque, the phrasing packed with bustling semi-quavers and grace notes of jerky escapism. Charlie Parker acknowledged that Trumbauer was his earliest inspiration. And the fact that the sound of Parker, Gillespie and Trumbauer is an almost exact replica in the craggy, the raspy, the sumptuous, the plangent, the caustic, the seasoned, is the sound of an Art Jazz that has been shaped and refined and improved by a life's work.

What exactly is a Tape Recorder?

A tape recorder is a machine which records sounds; happy talk, musical works, etc. and also the sounds produced by the machine itself; which can be replayed at will, and can in many clever ways be manipulated to produce different sounds from the original ones.

For the music lover a tape recorder is a unique musical instrument, and not a luxury. The tape recorder is a musical instrument that can be purchased for under $50.00 and used to create a musical masterpiece. The tape recorder is a musical instrument that can be used to create a musical masterpiece.

For the musician a tape recorder is an instrument. It helps him in any way, takes him by recording important meetings, taking dictation, making voice recordings.

For the businessman a tape recorder helps. It helps him record meetings, take dictation, make voice recordings.

For the school a tape recorder is an asset. It helps your students understand better.

Write for this descriptive folder to:

Grundig tape recorders

Get the most out of life... get a Grundig

The best tape recorders in the world

Address:

1234 5th Ave., New York, N.Y.
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HOLLYWOOD HEADLINES

The Italian Song Festival

by TONY BROWN

TITTO'S Telegram

by HOWARD LUCRAFT

A milestone in British Traditional Jazz

George Webb and his Dixielanders

DREARY JUBILEE

The Jennings Accordion Company presents A NEW VENUE

FOR

Accordionists!

The London "ACCORDION CENTRE" YOUR HOST at the "CENTRE"

by LARRY MATHESON

writes: "WELCOME, my accordion friends to the LONDON ACCORDION CENTRE. I have joined the management of this company because of my experience in the accordion business. The LONDON ACCORDION CENTRE houses the largest variety of selected accordions in all the world. My own personal experience and professional knowledge are at your disposal. Drop in for a chat or write to me about your requirements. I will also be pleased to supply you with the names of professional teachers all over the world, and to supply you with expert accordions at the lowest possible prices."

The Jennings Accordion Company
100 CHANCING CROSS ROAD LONDON W.C. 2

EAGLE STEAMERS

2 Great 'T'rad' sides by KEN COLYERS

Jazze men

Dippermouth blues

All the girls go crazy about the way I walk

FJ 10755

George Webb and his Dixielanders

Willie the weeper; London blues; Jenny's ball; Hesitation blues

Die 4351 (45 E.P.)

AND 2 WINNING SKIFFLE SIDES

Downbound Train

Mule Skinner

FJ 10751

2 Great 'T'rad' sides by KEN COLYERS Jazze men

Dippermouth blues

All the girls go crazy about the way I walk

FJ 10755

George Webb and his Dixielanders

Willie the weeper; London blues; Jenny's ball; Hesitation blues

Die 4351 (45 E.P.)

AND 2 WINNING SKIFFLE SIDES

Downbound Train

Mule Skinner

FJ 10751
BRITAIN'S TOP DISCS and TUNES

1. (I'M) NOT TAKING ANY CHANCES - Eddy Merckx
2. (I'LL) REACH FOR THE STARS - Lou Rawls
3. CHANCE - Gene Pitney
4. A NIGHT IN ENGLAND - Bobbie Gentry
5. (I'M) ONLY A COUNTRY HONKY TONK SONG - The Everly Brothers
6. (I'M) NOT SORRY - Billy Fury
7. (I'M) NOT SORRY - Billy Fury
8. (I'M) NOT SORRY - Billy Fury
9. (I'M) NOT SORRY - Billy Fury
10. (I'M) NOT SORRY - Billy Fury

TOP JAZZ RECORDS

London
1. MILES DAVIS
2. JOHN COLTRANE
3. SONNY ROLLINS
4. CHARLIE PARKER
5. DIZZY GILLESPIE

Glasgow
1. ART TAYLOR & STRIDER JONES
2. JOHN COLTRANE
3. MILES DAVIS
4. SONNY ROLLINS
5. CHARLIE PARKER

Manchester
1. CORKSQUEEZE"-THE IRISH JAZZ BAND
2. "SMURF"-THE IRISH JAZZ BAND
3. "AUNT BERTIE"-THE IRISH JAZZ BAND
4. "MOTHER'S DAY"-THE IRISH JAZZ BAND
5. "THE IRISH JAZZ BAND"

SOMELIGHTERS
- HARRY BELAFONTE
- JIMMY DURANTE
- BILL HALEY & HIS COMETS
- MAX BYGRAVES
- YOULL NEVER WALK ALONE
- AIN'T GONNA GIVE YOU UP
- I'M NOT SORRY - Billy Fury
- (I'M) NOT SORRY - Billy Fury

AMERICA'S TOP DISCS

(Week ended June 11)
1. "I'M NOT SORRY" - Billy Fury
2. "I'M NOT SORRY" - Billy Fury
3. "I'M NOT SORRY" - Billy Fury
4. "I'M NOT SORRY" - Billy Fury
5. "I'M NOT SORRY" - Billy Fury

2 BIG HITS
NO TIME FOR TEARS
Recorded by LITA ROZA on DECCA F 10761

TREASURE OF LOVE
Recorded by BILLIE ANTHONY on COLUMBIA D 3798

DOROTHY COLLINS on VOGUE-CONAL C 7737

CLYDE McPHERTER on LONDON 6 B329

PAULINE SHEPHERD on PYE-Nixa N 15064

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER, LTD., 207/209 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

The image contains text related to music, including a list of top discs, jazz records, and new releases. It also features advertisements for various records and artists. The text is printed in a newspaper or magazine format and is formatted with headings and subheadings. The layout includes columns and sections, typical of a tabloid style. The text is in English and is clearly visible and legible in the image.
JAZZ CLUB CALENDAR

HUMPHREY LYTTELTON CLUB
Mad's, 500 Oxford St., W.1. The Max Roach Quintet. Saturday, June 28th. HUMPHREY LYTTELTON AND HIS BAND. Saturday, June 28th. HUMPHREY LYTTELTON AND HIS BAND. Sunday, June 29th.

SANDY BROWN'S JAZZ BAND with DICK RAPPAPORT. Monday, June 30th.

CHRIS BARBER'S JAZZ BAND. Tuesday, June 30th.

TOMMY POWELL'S JAZZ BAND. Wednesday, July 1st.

TOMMY POWELL AND HIS BAND. Thursday, July 2nd.

MAINSTREAM NIGHT. Friday, July 3rd. No charge at the door. 8 p.m.

THE BEST UNIQUE is ready to show you the best. Virtuosity is the name of the game. New clothing for men and ladies is the best. The smartest in men's suits. Tailored to your specifications. THE BEST UNIQUE. 25-27 Carnaby St., London, W.1.


DEFINITELY SUPERIOR. By CARY LEWIS. 283 Regent St., London, W.1.

LEONARD POUNTHBY. 105 King's Road, London, S.W.1. New suits and coats for men. Fully tailor made. LEONARD POUNTHBY. 105 King's Road, London, S.W.

FOSTERS OF NOTTINGHAM. For ballroom decorations and carrying cases. 375 Westminster Lane, Maida Vale, W.2.

JAZZ

Ernest Borenman, Sinclair Truitt, REVIEW THE

Ernest Borenman, review the hits of the past. Monday, June 28th. Lionel Hampton Quartet. Tuesday, June 29th. The Max Roach Quintet. Thursday, June 30th.

RECORDS

Six Stars
Six Hits!

All Star
Hit Parade

WINIFRED ATWELL
DAVE KING
JOAN REGAN
LITA ROZA
DICKIE VALENTINE
DAVID WHITFIELD

Theme from The Three Penny Opera
No other love
My September Song
A tear fell
Out of town
It's almost tomorrow

F 10752

With Mendelsohn's Spring Symphony, Roland Shaw, from the celebrated National Symphony Orchestra.
GRACIE COLE TO BREAK UP BAND

MALCOLM PICKED A WINNER

GILLESPIE BAND GETS S. AMERICAN TOUR

ERTEEN COULDN'T HEAR BILLIE AND HER BEANS AUSSIE Tour

JIMMY McPARTLAND HIT AS A TV ACTOR

ALMA COGAN OPENS RECORD COUNTER

MEL TORME TO AIR WITH SHOW BAND

SINGING STARS MEET THE MASCOTS

A WONDERFUL DOUBLED-SIDED ORCHESTRA!

THE MARCH HARE

WHATSOEVER WILL BE

MELODY MAKER PERFORMANCE GEAR

FELDMAN

PHILIP GREEN'S GREAT NOVELTY

AT MY WEDDING

Send it NOW!

FOR ME IT'S SONOLA

ACCORDIONS LIMITED

Jazz in
danger
See page 3

BECHET IS COMING TO
BRITAIN!

LPS FRANCO
AND HAMP MAY BE HERE SOON

SOPRANO sax king Sidney Bechet, America’s "Grand Old Man" of jazz, is lined up for a trip to Britain in September on a three-months tour exchange which would take the Trumpy Whistle Orchestra to Paris; meet other Tommy himself to the States as a soloist; and bring the French band of clarinetist Andre Navellot to this country. Bechet's tour is now final approval and the announcement was made he will come here with a brand new band which will include a male sings of British origin.

PRINCE, the O.K. man

MARTIN LUKINS

Pelt Bailey may
quit Show Biz

DOMEN BACK FROM U.S. NEXT MONTH

A woman in the morning.

A SINGING STAR from the moon.

SOPHIE'S BACK FROM THE ABROAD

WANTED, a Band

Hump band set for Scandinavian trip

SOPHIE'S BACK FROM THE ABROAD
I WON'T PLAY U.S FOR PEANUTS—RAY

MAILBAG

WORLD NEWS IN BRIEF

JAZZ IN DANGER!
The fans can laugh at all the ravings of the 'Fleet Street Vice Squad'—but irresponsible attacks on the music could ruin the business, says MIKE NEVARD

Benson girls may make Stateside trip

HMV SIGN RONNIE HILTON AGAIN

To those about to buy a Trumpet...

These Details of THREE BROTHER MODELS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY WILL BE OF REAL INTEREST!

"STRATFORD"

Excellent quality but most popular with those who prefer the flatter sound. Superb sound quality and construction. (£5.10)

"WESSEX" (4-valved model) £4.10 (less than £5) (£5.10)

"MINISTAR" (4-valved model) £3.50 (less than £4) (£5.10)

The "STRATFORD" Trumpet is suitable for either beginners or advanced players. The "WESSEX" is ideal for people who prefer the flatter sound and the "MINISTAR" is a great buy for a young musician.

The Squads start fifth IoM season with Sunday show date

The Squads start fifth IoM season with Sunday show date

NEWSBOX

Reproduction: Harman Strooper and the Strings, RCA Victor; "Harman Strooper and the Strings" RCA Victor;

Eos with the entertainment of America's top ten personality 'Harman Strooper and his Strings' who are giving the Squads' biggest ever season opening show in the Palace Court, beginning this Sunday. Many Ministry of War Ministers have booked the Squads to perform at Ministry of War Headquarters, St Peter's Church, and the Ministry of War Headquaters Palace Court. The Squads are expected to perform in a variety of shows, including a repeat of their previous concerts at Ministry of War Headquarters and a special performance at the Ministry of War Headquaters Club. The Squads are expected to perform in a variety of shows, including a repeat of their previous concerts at Ministry of War Headquarters and a special performance at the Ministry of War Headquaters Club.

NEWSPAPER
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A NEW LOOK AT THE PALAIS

Last week, Mama Danning made a lot of noise, the largest and most varied of the Palace Court performances so far this year. The fans can laugh at all the ravings of the 'Fleet Street Vice Squad'—but irresponsible attacks on the music could ruin the business, says MIKE NEVARD
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MP HITS AT ‘DIRTY’ RECORDS

The Ministry of Sound has commissioned a series of four albums
for a new label, 'Dirty Records'. The first album, 'Dirty Dance',
featuring Frank Sinatra, was released last week. The second,
'the Dirty Jive', will be released next month.

He names two discs

CAMILLERI FOR STATESIDE TV

The Italian band 'Camilleri' has signed a contract with Stateside
Records for a series of albums. The band, led by vocalist
Gianni Camilleri, will make their American television debut
next month.

Trinder show on as pay deadlock ends

A dispute over pay has been settled, allowing the Trinder band
to proceed with their tour. The band, led by guitarist Peter
Trinder, has been on the road for the past six months.

DON CHERRY MAY WED U.S. BEAUTY

A New York socialite, Don Cherry, whose marriage to the famous
singer-actress U.S. Beauty, is expected to take place this month.

COTTAGE CATS TUNE UP FOR TV

The 'Cottage Cats', a group of cats from a cottage, have been
invited to appear on a television show. The group, led by Mr.
Robert Dawbarn, is known for its ability to perform complex
musical numbers.

Tram back from Germany

Willie 'Duck' Atkinson, the famous British trumpeter, has
returned from Germany, where he played for the British Army.

DID CIGARETTE CAUSE Dillard death fire?

A cigarette is believed to be the cause of the fire that killed
Dillard, the famous American singer, last week. The fire started
in his dressing room and spread quickly.

JATF BACK FROM GERMANY

JATF, the Jazz and Trad Festival, has returned from Germany
after a successful tour. The festival, held in London, attracting
thousands of jazz enthusiasts.

This picture was taken today...

CABRIOLE making a name for themselves in London nightclubs,
their music and style are causing quite a stir. Known
collectively as the Alberts. Scrubbed, sharpened and
denture-polished, their act is based on
"rooky-toko" versions, mostly at breakneck speed, of
good-old-skool
songs like "Goodnight, Darling" and "I Want To Be Happy."
Sometimes they play slow, side slants, instantaneo, clarinet, photo-SHUK.

... and the musicians who posed
for it are PERFECTLY SERIOUS!

Cylinder records

Cylinder records are being released in a series of 78s by
Bosey & Hawkes. Known for their craftsmanship and
high-quality sound, these records are eagerly awaited by
music lovers.

BOOSEY & HAWKES FOR YOUR BRASS

Handmade trumpets from Europe's largest instrument works
made by the finest craftsmen.

-78" MODEL - CASH PRICE £18.9.6
-"REGENT" CASH PRICE £23 12.6
-"EMPEROR" CASH PRICE £28 13.0
-LOW PITCH

Ask your local dealer for details of these world-famous medium priced
instruments, or write to:

BOOSEY & HAWKES LIMITED
FREDERICK CLOSE, STANHOPE PLACE, LONDON W1. Tel. PAD 2091
Red Hot Pepper to Ink Spot!

Harry Prather, bright new talent in the music world, is preparing to join the Ink Spot band. He has been with the band's management for several years, and shows a promising career ahead. Prather's加入 will no doubt add a new dimension to the band's sound.

Management racket

by JEFF ALDAM

I played piano for Jack Spot

by FLASH WINSTONE

I had just finished reading a delightful account of the corpuscles in his address on each department of thought. The audience was in the corner of the room, but I could see their expressions clearly. I then turned to the speaker, who was directly opposite me, and said, "If you can please a laugh, I have a story to tell you." He laughed and asked me to go on.

Brotherly love

by ALARM-BELL PIANO

For the first time in my life, I have been given the opportunity to play in public. I had been playing for years in the clubs, but never in a public place. It was a thrilling experience. I played the piano, and the audience seemed to enjoy it. I was very happy and satisfied with the performance.

War Report

by STEVEN BURMAN

The war is raging, and the world is in turmoil. The soldiers are fighting bravely, and the civilians are doing their best to support them. The news is tragic, but the people are determined to survive. The war is a test of the human spirit, and we must all bear our part.

Collectors' Corner

Edited by MAX JONES and SINCLAIR TRAILL

The list of rare jazz volumes near-and with the regular performers, is provided by another in the series, and is worth checking. The list includes many rare items, including some of the earliest jazz recordings.

Studio group

Bolero jazz

This is a group of jazz musicians who have formed a studio to play their music. They play bolero jazz, a type of music that is popular in Latin America.

Blues and....by JOSH WHITE

This is a collection of blues songs recorded under the supervision of JOSH WHITE.

A PYE-NIXA SPECIAL

Gold Medal Light Recordings of the Month

This is a special edition of the Gold Medal Light Recordings of the Month, featuring some of the best light recordings of the time.
Television

To the lay world, Humphrey Lyttelton is a curiosity. As a son of Mona, he never descended to play jazz; rather, he reached down and elevated it to his own social standing. The world around, then, looks up to Humphrey in admiration. He is rather a card: he plays capably; he is nobody's fool; he says the right things with the right accents; demonstrably, he is no snoo.

Within the limits of time, the TV programmes This Week, sought to illustrate this the other Friday in several dimensions. We had a glimpse of Humph on that dump river-boat trip; the M/M Max Jones was actually at home to us to tell of Armstrong's opinion on Lyttelton, bolstered somewhat incomprehensively by MM artist Bobbie, nursing his guitar and rumbling about a trip to Ireland.

Jazz bugle

Humph's Mum told of the day they sneaked off to buy Humph's first trumpet; his old music master reminded endearingly and a rather long-time in days to North Africa when

Humph, in the Guards, sounded a bugle call with a zipped-up coat.

What I didn't hear or read before was Mrs. Lyttelton's early impression of a stand-up Humph and dullness as a conversation partner. The programme though the use of other dimensions, credibility, and common sense, might have annealed the whole.

It was an amusing story: not of course, Characters like Lyttelton have always been in their supply and rarely have they entered our world. One can't make The Humphrey Lyttelton story. The wonder they haven't got around to it before.

Uneasy start

RELAX, LOOK AND LISTEN

A made its bow from the EBC on Monday, 'An unhappy title, as it turned out, for the programme got off to an uneasy start. Australian Helen Monroe was

Manny was the featured singer and there seemed to be some conspiracy to prevent her being heard properly. From what could be heard, the union between music and the Rev Billy is

Uneasy on the skies, then surprisingly proved to have a nice rhythm style, approach to an up-

The lady with

The lady with £20,000 legs

ALL Joan Edwards (right) had to do in the first of the week-end TV numer-

Joan Edwards was the featured singer and there seemed to be some conspiracy to prevent her being heard properly. From what could be heard, the union between music and the Rev Billy is

Uneasy on the skies, then surprisingly proved to have a nice rhythm style, approach to an up-

HOLLYWOOD

h/eadlines

A NEW JERSEY court has awarded substantial damages to actor injured in the Sirn Rentson bus acci-

Joan Edwards was the featured singer and there seemed to be some conspiracy to prevent her being heard properly. From what could be heard, the union between music and the Rev Billy is

Uneasy on the skies, then surprisingly proved to have a nice rhythm style, approach to an up-

FRANK SINATRA

The late Frank consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

FRED ASTAIRE

The late Fred consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

DOROTHY ARNEL

The late Dorothy consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

JOAN CRAWFORD

The late Joan consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

DORIS DAY

The late Doris consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

CONRAD NAGEL

The late Conrad consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

LUCILLE BALL

The late Lucille consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

BETTE DAVIS

The late Bette consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

HUMPHREY BERKELEY

The late Humphrey consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

GEORGE CUKOR

The late George consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

LUCY TAYLOR

The late Lucy consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

HUNITZ

The late Huntz consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

DOROTHY MALONE

The late Dorothy consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

RUTH HAMPTON

The late Ruth consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

RITA HAYWORTH

The late Rita consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

COLORADO

The late Colorado consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

TOBA YAMANE

The late Toba consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

MISS VON BORCH

The late Miss consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

DOROTHY SQUIRES

The late Dorothy consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

BETTY GRABLE

The late Betty consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

DOROTHY DRAKE

The late Dorothy consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

JOHN H. GLENN

The late John consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

JOHN HAYWARD

The late John consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

HERBERT MARSHALL

The late Herbert consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

LOUIS NELSON

The late Louis consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

TOMMY LYNCH

The late Tommy consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

FRED ASTAIRE

The late Fred consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

HUMPHREY BOGART

The late Humphrey consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

GENE KELLY

The late Gene consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

FRANK SINATRA

The late Frank consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

GARY COOPER

The late Gary consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

JOHN HANCOCK

The late John consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

KEVIN O'NEILL

The late Kevin consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

DOROTHY FOLKLEY

The late Dorothy consultation with the lawyer for the settlement

HARLTON ARMSTRONG

The late Harlton consultation with the lawyer for the settlement
BRITAIN'S TOP DISCS and TUNES

By Christopher Hedder-Williams

1. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
2. (HOW CAN I BE SURE)
3. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
4. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
5. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
6. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
7. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
8. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
9. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
10. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
11. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
12. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
13. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
14. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
15. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
16. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
17. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
18. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
19. I'M NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL
20. (I'M) NOT A CRYING SHADE OF TEAL

TOP JAZZ RECORDS

BRON'S

P.O. BOX 262, 29-31 SPERRY STREET, LONDON, W.I.

London
(Work released June 26)
1. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
2. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
3. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
4. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
5. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
6. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
7. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
8. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
9. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
10. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
11. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
12. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
13. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
14. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
15. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
16. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
17. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
18. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 552)
19. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 552)

Glasgow
(Work released June 26)
1. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
2. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
3. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
4. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
5. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
6. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
7. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
8. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
9. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
10. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
11. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
12. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
13. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
14. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
15. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
16. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
17. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
18. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
19. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)

Manchester
(Work released June 26)
1. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
2. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
3. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
4. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
5. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
6. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
7. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
8. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
9. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
10. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
11. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
12. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
13. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
14. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
15. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
16. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
17. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
18. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)
19. TAKE IT EASY (DLP 582)

Buck Clayton

Another Great L.P. from Buck Clayton

Jumpltat' at the Woodside

Music by Tom Serafin

Buck Clayton Jazz Session

Rock-a-bye Betsy, Jumpin' at the Woodside, Blue and Sentimental, Broadway

PHILIPS
Humphrey Lyttelton Club

The Week's Programme:

Wednesday: Sandy Brown's Jazz Band, Alex Luft's Band
Thursday: Humphreys, Max Jones, Humphreys, Humphreys
Friday: Humphreys, Humphreys, Humphreys
Saturday: Humphreys, Humphreys, Humphreys
Sunday: Humphreys, Humphreys, Humphreys

Terry Lightfoot and the Jazzmen

Esquire Records

Gene Vincent

You just haven't lived!

Bert Convy sings the tender ballad

Heaven on Earth

with Que Pasa Muchocha

Capitol

Frank DeVol and his orchestra

in the delightful

'Toy Tiger'

with "The Three Fishermen

You just haven't lived!

if you haven't heard sensational

Gene Vincent

in the Wild and Crazy Bop-A-Lula

and Woman Love
ROCK-AND-ROLLERS NIX THE BASIE BEAT

New York Wednesday

Band out of show

TEA FOR TRINDER AND TONY

Marian McPartland for British dates

Stars flying to Blackpool record festival

BBC STEPS UP THE JAZZ RATION

YANA TOPS BILL ON HER VARIETY DEBUT
ROCK-AND-ROLLERS NIX THE BASIE BEAT

New York, Wednesday.
THE Count Basie Band — a bailed by critics and musicians as the greatest swinging unit in the world — has been dropped from a top radio show because its teenagers complained of its "dullness.

The programme, sponsored by Cadet Cosmetics and financed by CBS from coast to coast, went off the air last week because the youngsters, who are the programme's principal audience, wanted a "more exciting" band.

"The Philips Band," said one CBS executive, "is the one to watch.

Marian McPartland for British dates

British jazz pianist Marian McPartland, who will make her London debut on October 1st, is coming in to this country for a series of radio and concert dates with a British orchestra, which she has named the "Stars of Britain Orchestra." Miss McPartland has been specially invited by the British Jazz Band to take part in a series of concerts and television programmes during the month of October. Miss McPartland will be appearing at the Wurlitzer Concert Hall, Drury Lane, on October 1st, and at the Dominion Theatre, London, on October 2nd.

Stars flying to Blackpool record festival

A MUSICAL air-lift will enable several leading stars to take their places in the "Daily Mirror Music Festival" on Sunday in Associated Radio's "Sunday Night at Blackpool." The excitement will begin at the "Paladium" show on Sunday. A few stars to look for are Tony Scott, grandfather of the "Milton" show on Sunday. Tony Scott is due to star with Verne-Ellen in a romantic concert at the "Paladium" show on Sunday. The programme will be repeated on Monday by the "Music Hall" show on Sunday. The programme will be repeated on Monday by the "Music Hall" show on Sunday.

BOYSE FOR JERSEY

The Benny Boyse Orchestra plans a two-week tour of Jersey, beginning on July 14.

For the appointment, Benny, who is resident at the Paladium, will be accompanied by his usual group of musicians.

BECHT

From Page 1

made many enemies and has courted controversy with the French government.

The programme, which is broadcast every Sunday from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m., is designed to foster the studies of jazz music and to encourage the growth of jazz as a serious form of music. The programme is broadcast from the Wurlitzer Concert Hall, Drury Lane, London, every Sunday evening.

From the new birth...shortly released shortly

TO YOU MY LOVE

Recorded by
Bill Haley & His Comets

ALLEGHENY MOON

CINEPHONIC MUSIC CO. LTD. 17 BERKES ST. W.1
MELBOURNE 7425

CLARINET

Jazz Clarks. 3. Post 2/3
BENNY GOODMAN (Jazz Breaks Sax and Clar.) Post 4/3
125 Jazz Breaks Sax and Clar. Post 4/3
GUITAR

SADLER'S Self Tater. 4. Post 2/3
MELBOURNE Sax and Clar. Folk (with piano accom.). Post 5/4
125 Jazz Breaks Sax and Clar. Post 4/3

FROM YOUR LOCAL NEWS THE BRITISH LIBRARY

baker street jive club
15 baker street. w.1 tel. 6073

jive jazz and memebo 7 p.m.
saturdays and sundays opening night
members only

RPM and JAM records

FOSTERS FOR ALL ROOMS DECORATIONS AND CURTAINS
375 WESTSIDE LANE WEST

layette should be present

THE BASIE BEAT

She's on the road...